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The Stack ADT

� Values: contains a sequence of values of some type (example: ints or strings)
� Operations:
� Push(v) pushes v onto the top of the stack
� Pop() removes the value on the top of the stack (the last value pushed) and returns it
� IsEmpty() returns true or false depending on whether the stack is empty
� The crucial relationship is that Pop(Push(v)) = v
� Sometimes called LIFO (last in first out)



Stack Example (Stack of Integers)

Operation Return Stack
()

Push(1) (1)
Push(2) (1 2)
Pop() 2 (1)
Push(3) (1 3)
Push(4) (1 3 4)
Pop() 4 (1 3)
IsEmpty() false (1 3)
Pop() 3 (1)
Pop() 1 ()
IsEmpty true ()



Stack Implementations

� Array
� Linked List



Properties

� Behave like public fields
� Values are retrieved or set through more complicated code
� Property example: weekday.cs

https://sullivan.mathcs.wilkes.edu/courses/cs225-fall-2021/examples/weekday.cs.txt


Array Implementation (Stack of Ints)

� ArrayIntStack Class arrayintstack.cs
� ArrayIntStack Test Program test-arrayintstack.cs

https://sullivan.mathcs.wilkes.edu/courses/cs225-fall-2021/examples/arrayintstack.cs.txt
https://sullivan.mathcs.wilkes.edu/courses/cs225-fall-2021/examples/test-arrayintstack.cs.txt


Doxygen Comments

� Start with /**
� End with */
� Tags start with @
� Required tags for top of file

� @file
� @author

� Required tags for methods
� @param
� @returns (if not void)
� @throws (if exceptions are thrown)

� Descriptions of all classes, methods, and properties are also required
� Comments for variables come after the declarations and start with /**<



Linked Lists

� Data is stored in nodes that are linked with pointers
� Each node has two fields:

� A data field
� A field containing the pointer to the next node

� Unlike arrays, linked lists do not provide direct access to every data item
� Advantages of linked lists

� No maximum size
� Insertion in the middle of the list is quick
� Deletion from the middle of the list is quick

� Disadvantages of linked lists
� No direct access to items except the first
� Storing the links takes extra space
� Allocating space for the nodes is relatively slow


